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AN IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM FOR
NONDIFFERENTIABLE MAPPINGS

SHUI-NEE  CHOW1  AND  A.  LASOTA2

Abstract. By using Borsuk's antipodal theorem, an implicit

function theorem for nondifferentiable mappings in Banach spaces

is proved. Applications of this theorem to give existence and con-

tinuous dependence on a parameter of solutions of certain boundary

value problems, are shown.

1. Introduction. It is well known that implicit function theorems enable

us to obtain existence theorems for periodic solutions and solutions of

boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations. Generally

implicit function theorems are not related to the compactness of operators,

since they can be proved by Banach's contraction principle. However,

operators defined by ordinary differential equations are generally compact.

It is this fact that motivates us to replace the usual implicit function

theorem by a different one which is not related to Banach's contraction

principle, but to Borsuk's antipodal fixed point theorem.

Our implicit function theorem will be stated by using "multivalued

derivative", a concept which is very similar to the one used in [1] and [2].

Existence of periodic solutions and solutions of boundary value prob-

lems will be shown by applying the multivalued implicit function theorem.

Moreover, this theorem will give us a family of solutions which have the

continuous dependence property.

2. Implicit function theorem. Let F be a Banach space with norm ||.

Let cf(£) denote the set of all nonempty closed convex subsets of E. If

Aecf(E), |y4|=sup{|x|:xe,4}. Throughout this section, U will denote an

open subset of E.

Definition 1. A map P:F->-cf(£) is called homogeneous if for every

real X, P(Xx)=XP(x), for all xeE.
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Definition 2. Let p:U~*E, and x0et/. A homogeneous map P:E->

cf(E) is called an upper derivative of p at x0 if p(x)— p(x0)eP(x—x0)+

a(\x—x0|) where |a(|x—x0|)|/|x—x0|—>-0 as x—>-x0.

Definition 3.   A map P:F-+cf(F) is called completely continuous if

(1) it is upper semicontinuous, i.e., the graph {(x,y):yeP(x)} is closed

in ExE; and
(2) it is compact, i.e., for every bounded subset V<^E, the set

{y:yeP(x), xeV} has compact closure.

Let V be a normed space. The ball in V with radius e and center 0 will

be denoted by B(e). We now are able to state our main theorem.

Theorem 1.    Given a functional equation,

(*) x = p(x) + q(x, v)

where p:U^-E and q:UxB(a)^-E are completely continuous, <x>0, and

q(x, v)—>-0 uniformly in x as \v\—>0. Suppose there exists x0eU, such that

x0=p(x()), and that there exists an upper derivative P of p at x0, such that

P is completely continuous, and xeP(x)=>x=0. Then there exist ëe(0, a]

and 7?>0, such that,

(1) for every veB(ë), there is a solution xv of equation (*), which satisfies

\xv~xo\<P'> and

(2) |x„-x0K0 as M-0.

Lemma 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, there exists J>0, such

that

xeP(x) + b=>\x\ = J|6|.

Proof. For if not, there exists a sequence {x„} satisfying xneP(xn)+

bn, and |x„|_« \b„\. Since P is homogeneous, we have

*n/KI eF(x„/|x„|) + bj\xn\.

It follows from the compactness of P and the inequality |è„|/|xj_l/n

that there exists yeE, such that it is the limit of a subsequence of

{|xj-1xn}. The upper semicontinuity of F ensures that yeP(y), |_y| = l.

This contradicts the assumption.    D

Proof of Theorem 1.    Let / be as in Lemma 1, and let F>0 satisfy

|a(l* - *bl)l/l* - *ol < M2J,   for all |x - x0| < 7?.

From the conditions on <?(x, v), we may assume that there exists a mono-

tone function <5 = <5(-)_0 such that <5(r)->-0 as r->-0 and

\q(x, v)\ < ô(\v\)   for all |x - x0| < 7?.
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Suppose xv is a solution of (*) and |x„—x0\<R, then

xv- xo= P(xv) - p(xo) + ?(*„> v)

e P(xv - x0) + a(\xv - x0|) + q(xv, v).

Therefore from Lemma 1,

\xv - x0| = I(\a(\xv - x0|)| + ¿KM)) = I((lj2J) \xv - x0| + ô(\v\)).

Hence, |xt,—x0|<7<3(|!;|). This proves the second part of the theorem.

Now let

p(u) = p(x0 + u) - p(x0) = p(x0 + u) - x0,

q(u) = q(x0 + u, v),

and

<pv(u) = u - p(u) - q(u).

We claim that, for every veB(ë),

<pv(u) jí Xtp(-u),   for all X e [0, 1], \u\ = K,

where K=2Jà(\v\) and £ is so chosen that for every veB(s), we have

K<R. Suppose not; then there exist veB(ê) and Xe[0, 1] such that <pv(u)=

Xtpv(—u), for some u satisfying \u\=K<R. Hence

" - rh m+tt^ (-Ä-0,)+iii*0+rii (-?"(-u))-
It is not difficult to see that — /?(—M)eP(«)+a(|w|). Therefore, from the

convexity of P, we have

u e P(u) + a(\u\) + -^~q(u) + ~^~ (-<?(-«))•
1   T   A 1   -(-   /t

From Lemma 1, we obtain

|«| <: /(|fl(|«|)| + ô(\v\)) <h\u\+ Jô(\v\).

Hence \u\<2Iô(\v\)=K. This contradicts our assumption and hence

proves the claim. Now by applying Borsuk's antipodal fixed point theorem

[3, p. 59] to the mapping tpv(u), we obtain uv such that \uv\<R and

tpv(uv)=0. Setting x0+uv=xv, we have the first part of Theorem 1.    D

3. Boundary value problem. Let A=[0, 1], and C be the space of all

continuous functions x:A->-iîn with the usual norm topology, |x| =

sup{|x(/)|:/eA}.

Consider the boundary value problems on A,

(1) x(/)=/(/,x(/)),       L0x = r0,

(2) x(t) = /(/, x(/)) + g(t, x(t), e),       Ltx = rc,
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where x(t)eRn, L£:C—>-7?" is continuous and linear, £ is a real parameter,

and r¿eRn. Let x0(-) be a solution of (1) and U={(t, x):|x—x(i)|<l}c

A x Rn. We shall assume that

(i) /: U->Rn and g: Ux [—a, ß]->-Rn are continuous, and there exists

M>0 such that \f(t, x)-f(t,y)\<M \x-y\, for all (t, x)eU,
(ii) the map e->-LE is continuous.

Theorem 2.   If the boundary value problem

(3) |x(r)|<i»/|x(r)|,     L0x = o,

admits only the zero solution, then there exists £>0, such that for every e

with |fi|<£, there is a solution xt(-) of (2) and xE(t)-+x0(t) uniformly in t as

£^0.

Proof.    We note that if

(p(x))(t) = x(0) +jf(s, x(s)) ds + L0x - r0

and

(q(x, e))(t) =    g(s, x(s), e) ds + Lex - r, - (L0x - r0),
Jo

then problems (1) and (2) are equivalent to equation (*) when £=0 and

£5^0 respectively. By using the techniques in [4], it can be observed that

all conditions in Theorem 1 on p and q are satisfied. The multivalued

mapping,

(P(x))(t) = jx(0) + Cuis) ds + L0r:u(s) e F(s, x(s))

where F(s, x(s))={yeRn=\y\^M \x(s)\} can also be shown by the

methods in [5], to satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2. With these observa-

tions, the conclusions of the theorem follow from Theorem 1.    □

4. Some applications.    (1) Consider the Nicoletti problem [6]

(4) xi(t)=fi(t,xx(t),--- ,xn(t)),

(5) xÁQ = ri,       0 = /1 = --- = ?M = l,

where x¿'s and r/s are real. Let r=(tx, ■ ■ ■ , tn). We note that Theorem 2

holds true when the parameter £ is in Rn. Hence as a consequence of

Theorem 2, we have

Theorem 3. If fit's are Lipschitzian in (xx, • • • , x„), and if |t| =

Uil + ' ' ' + 1^1 is sufficiently small, then the Nicoletti problem is always

solvable. Moreover, xi¡T(t)^-xi0(t) uniformly in t as |t|-*0, where

(xi0(t), • • • , xn0(t)) is the solution of (4) for the Cauchy problem

(xx(0),---,xn(0))=(rx,---,rn).

1
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(2) Consider the aperiodic boundary value problem (A>0; x=

(xx, ■■■ ,xn)eRn;eeR):

(6) x=f(t,x) + eg(t,x, e),        x(0) + Ax(l) = 0.

The following lemma is in [7].

Lemma 2.   Ifb(t)^.0, and

(7) í\(t) dt < (772 + log2 X)1'2,
Jo

then x(/)=0 is the unique solution for

|x(/)| ^¿.(/)|x(/)|,       x(0) + Xx(l) = 0.

From Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 there follows immediately

Theorem 4. Let f and g be continuous, and let \f(t,x)—f(t,y)\^

b(t) \x—y\, where b(-) satisfies (1). Suppose x0(-) is the solution of (6) for

e=0, then there exists ¿">0 such that for every e with |£|<é\ there is a

solution x£(-) of (6) and x£(/)—>x0(t) uniformly in t as £—>-0.

(3) Observe that under the assumptions of Theorem 3, equation (4)

may not be locally linearized. Therefore the usual implicit function theo-

rem is not applicable. The same comments are valid for Theorem 4. The

purpose of stating those problems is to show the possibility of applica-

tions. It seems that many other results may be obtained in the same way.

In particular, the continuous dependence theorems quoted in [8] may be

generalized.

5. Remarks. (1) The condition: xeF(x)=>x=0 in Theorem 1 is

analogous to the requirement that a Jacobian be nonzero.

(2) The following Borsuk's theorem is included for the convenience of

the reader.

Theorem. Let X={ueE:\u\^K} be a ball with radius K in E, and

P:X^>-E be completely continuous. Suppose tp(u) = u—p(u), then either there

exist Xe[0, 1], and ueX such that tp(u)=X<p(—u), and \u\=K or there

exists ueX such that tp(u)=0.
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